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Get Creative!
Auaha-tia

Research
Kia hurahura

Think
E Whakaaro

Ask
Kia pātai

Kitchen Curiosities
2021 (or even 2020) is not the first time New Zealanders have been creative in the kitchen. In 1918, New Zealand, like the rest of the world, endured the influenza pandemic. 

New Zealand’s first proper cookbook was published in 1887, Fanny Murdoch’s Dainties; or how to please our lords and masters. By the early 20th century, more New Zealand-suitable recipes were being created. The focus shifted to baking, lamb and game.
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With New Zealand in a second Level 4

lockdown, it’s time to perfect those

recipes! But 2021 (or even 2020) is not

the first time New Zealanders have been

creative in the kitchen. In 1918 New

Zealand, like the rest of the world,

endured the influenza pandemic. 

New Zealand’s first proper cookbook

was published in 1887, Fanny Murdoch’s

Dainties; or how to please our lords and

masters. By the early 20th century, more

New Zealand-suitable recipes were

being created. The focus shifted to

baking, lamb and game. 

Over the years our favourite

ingredients have changed, with

a new focus on fresh

ingredients and international

flavours. Access to new and

exciting foods wasn’t as simple

during the 1918 pandemic.

Local youth groups such as

Scouts helped hand out ration

packs and support families. 
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With New Zealand in a second Level 4
lockdown, it’s time to perfect those
recipes! But 2021 (or even 2020) is not
the first time New Zealanders have been
creative in the kitchen. In 1918 New
Zealand, like the rest of the world,
endured the influenza pandemic. 

New Zealand’s first proper cookbook
was published in 1887, Fanny Murdoch’s
Dainties; or how to please our lords and
masters. By the early 20th century, more
New Zealand-suitable recipes were
being created. The focus shifted to
baking, lamb and game. 

Over the years our favourite
ingredients have changed, with
a new focus on fresh
ingredients and international
flavours. Access to new and
exciting foods wasn’t as simple
during the 1918 pandemic.
Local youth groups such as
Scouts helped hand out ration
packs and support families. 

Over the years our favourite ingredients have changed, with a new focus on fresh ingredients and international flavours. Access to new and exciting foods wasn’t as simple during the 1918 pandemic. Local youth groups such as Scouts helped hand out ration packs and support families.
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Our knowledge of food has also changed 

- staple ingredients have been replaced 

by new alternatives. One staple found 

in a number of pantries in 1918 (and still 

around today) is cornflour from Brown & 

Polson’s. So popular, you could even get a 

copy of their special cookbook. 

What better time to explore your 

kitchen than now? Choose one

of the Brown & Polson’s recipes below 

to recreate at home.

Can you convert the recipes from 
imperial to metric?

Share your creations with us on Instagram or Facebook
by using #TMkitchencuriosities

Imperial 
System
1/2 oz
3/4 oz
1 oz

1 Pint

Metric 
System

15g
20g
30g

500mls

Share your creations with us on Instagram or Facebook
by using #TMkitchencuriosities 

What better time to explore your kitchen than now? Choose one
of the Brown & Polson’s recipes below to recreate at home. 

Our knowledge of food has also changed - staple ingredients have
been replaced by new alternatives. One staple found in a number of
pantries in 1918 (and still around today) is cornflour from Brown &
Polson’s. So popular, you could even get a copy of their special
cookbook. 
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Can you convert the recipes from
imperial to metric?

Share your creations with us on Instagram or Facebook
by using #TMkitchencuriosities 
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Can you convert the recipes from
imperial to metric?

Share your creations with us on Instagram or Facebook

by using #TMkitchencuriosities 

What better time to explore your kitchen than now? Choose one

of the Brown & Polson’s recipes below to recreate at home. 

Our knowledge of food has also changed - staple ingredients have

been replaced by new alternatives. One staple found in a number of

pantries in 1918 (and still around today) is cornflour from Brown &

Polson’s. So popular, you could even get a copy of their special

cookbook. 
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Can you convert the recipes from
imperial to metric?


